Topographic organization of motor fibre tracts in the human brain: findings in multiple locations using magnetic resonance diffusion tensor tractography.
To identify the hand and foot fibre tracts of the corticospinal tract (CST), and to evaluate the relative locations, angles, and distances of two fibre tracts using diffusion tensor tractography (DTT). Twelve healthy subjects were enrolled. The regions of interests (ROIs) were drawn in the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activation areas and pons in each subject for fibre tracking. We evaluated fibre tract distributions using distances and angles between two fibre tracts starting from the location of a hand fibre tract in multiple brain regions. The measured angles and distances were 96.43-150°/2.69-9.93 mm (upper CR), 91.86-180°/1.63-7.42 mm (lower CR), 54.47-75°/0.75-4.45 mm (PLIC), and 3.65-90°/0.11-2.36 mm (pons), respectively. The distributions between CR and other sections, such as PLIC and pons, were statistically significant (p < 0.05). There were no significant differences between the upper and lower CR\ or between the PLIC and pons. This study showed that the somatotopic arrangement of the hand fibre tract was located at the anterolateral portion in CR and at the anteromedial portion in PLIC and pons, based on the foot fibre. Our methods and results seem to be helpful in motor control neurological research. • We evaluated somatotopic arrangement of CST at multiple anatomical locations. • Somatotopic arrangements and fibre tract distributions were evaluated based on hand fibre location. • Relative angles, locations, and distances between two fibres vary according to their anatomical locations.